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This presentation has been prepared by Lynas Rare Earths Limited (ABN 27 009 066 648) (Lynas 
or the Company) this presentation contains summary information about Lynas and its subsidiaries 
(Lynas Group) and their activities current as at the date of this presentation. The information in this 
presentation is of general background and does not purport to be complete or to comprise all the 
information that a shareholder or potential investor in Lynas may require in order to determine 
whether to deal in Lynas shares. It should be read in conjunction with Lynas group’s other periodic 
and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX), 
which are available at www.asx.com.au. This document is not a prospectus or a product disclosure 
statement under the Corporations act (Cth) 2001 (Corporations Act) and has not been lodged with 
ASIC. 

Not investment or financial product advice 

This presentation is for information purposes only and is not financial product or investment advice 
or a recommendation to acquire Lynas shares and has been prepared without taking into account 
the objectives, financial situation or needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision, 
prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their 
own objectives, financial situation and needs and seek financial, legal and taxation advice 
appropriate to their jurisdiction. Lynas is not licensed to provide financial product advice in respect 
of Lynas shares. Cooling off rights do not apply to the acquisition of Lynas shares. 

Financial data 

All dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$) unless stated otherwise and financial data is 
presented within the half year ending 31 December 2023 unless stated otherwise. Any pro forma 
historical financial information included in this presentation does not purport to be in compliance 
with article 11 of regulation S-X of the rules and regulations of the US securities and exchange 
commission. 

Future performance 

Past performance information given in this presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and 
should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance. This presentation 
contains certain “forward-looking statements”. The words “expect”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “will, 
“predict”, “plan”, “scenario”, “forecasts”, “anticipates” “estimates” and other similar expressions are 
intended to identify forward-looking statements. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings 
and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking 
statements, opinions and estimates provided in this presentation are based on assumptions and 
contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and 
industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Such forward-

looking statements including projections, guidance on future earnings and estimates are provided 
as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future 
performance. There can be no assurance that actual outcomes will not differ materially from these 
forward-looking statements. 

Investment risk and other risks 

An investment in Lynas shares is subject to investment and other known and unknown risks, some 
of which are beyond the control of Lynas group, including risk factors associated with the industry 
in which Lynas group operates, such as: nature of mineral exploration and production; mineral and 
ore reserves; operations risks; project development risks; market price and demand risk; credit and 
market risks; regulatory, political and environmental risks; tax and other risks generally relating to 
equity investment. 

Not an offer 

This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any 
securities in the united states. Any securities described in this presentation have not been, and will 
not be, registered under the U.S. Securities act of 1933 (the “securities act”). 

Disclaimer 

Lynas and its affiliates, officers, employees, agents and advisers have not authorised, permitted or 
caused the issue, dispatch or provision of this presentation to any third party. Lynas, its related 
bodies corporate and their respective affiliates, officers, employees, agents and advisers to the 
maximum extent permitted by law, expressly disclaim all liabilities in respect of any expenses, 
losses, damages or costs incurred by you as a result of the information in this presentation being 
inaccurate or due to information being omitted from this presentation, whether by way of 
negligence or otherwise, and make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the 
fairness, currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of information. The information in this 
presentation remains subject to change without notice. 

Disclaimer



Profitable operators with 
sustainable balance 

sheets  

• Industry growing with 
support from customers

• Price predictability

Responsible producers 
validated by external 

ESG standards

• Energy transition

• Protect environment

• Conserve water

• Minimise waste

Resilient global supply 
chain 

• Multi-geography

• Capable producers at 
each stage

• Supportive government 
policy

Attractive industry 

• Safe for people & the 
environment

• Industry of choice for 
diverse talent

• Positive impact on our 
people & communities

Principles for a sustainable rare earths industry
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MARKET GROWTH

2021: Strong demand growth; 
green tech accelerating

2024: Inside-China slowdown 
in demand; Rest of World 
demand growth muted

1
PRICING OUTLOOK

2021: Prices rising in response 
to demand growth

2024: Pricing at surprisingly low 
levels following strong 
production growth inside China

4

PRODUCTION CAPACITY

2021: All major suppliers 
increasing capacity

2024: Many new projects 
stalled. Existing suppliers, 
including Lynas, continue to 
grow capacity

2
SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE 

2021: Pandemic-related focus 
on security of supply 

2024: Post-pandemic govt 
action on resilient & 
sustainable supply for energy 
transition

5

NEW SUPPLY CHAINS

2021: Government and industry 
recognise need for new local 
supply chains

2024: Government & private 
investment in local RE supply 
chains

3
SUSTAINABILITY OF 
PRODUCTION

2021: Emerging customer focus 
on responsible and sustainable 
supply

2024: Increased focus on ESG 
as a ‘ticket to play’ - limited 
evidence of willingness to pay a 
premium 
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Major trends in rare earths supply chain: 2021 & 2024
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Demand growth not yet matched by price growth
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The industry remains geographically concentrated

Rare earths producers Mid-stream producers

Metal and magnet makers

Australia

United 
States

Malaysia

China China

Vietnam

Estonia

France

Thailand

Japan

China

Vietnam

Germany



China continues to strengthen its industry capability
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‘’In order to protect rare earth resources and promote the sustainable and healthy development of the 
rare earth industry, our country has implemented a rare earth export license management system and 
included rare earth products in the control list. 
… 

Natural resources are an important foundation for human survival and social development, and are of 
great significance to maintaining national security.”*

* Source: Phoenix TV

Consolidation of market 
leaders

Government export 
controls implemented, 
including extraction & 
separation technology

Rare earth market 
prices subdued in line 
with China slowdown



Limited progress on outside China industry 
development
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Since 2020, DOD has awarded more than $439 million to establish domestic rare 
earth element supply chains. This includes separating and refining rare earth 
elements mined in the U.S., as well as developing downstream stateside 
processes needed to convert those refined materials into metals and then 
magnets.*

* Source: https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3700059/dod-looks-to-establish-mine-to-magnet-supply-chain-for-rare-earth-
materials/#:~:text=Since%202020%2C%20DOD%20has%20awarded,into%20metals%20and%20then%20magnets 

One commercial supplier 
of separated materials 
ex-China (Lynas)

Limited growth in magnet 
manufacturing capability

Many prospective 
projects have stalled

Governments taking 
action on supply chain 
resilience 

• Onshore & friend- 
shore mining, 
processing and 
downstream

Customer demand for 
responsibly produced 
rare earths increasing - 
but not translating to 
increased price

https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3700059/dod-looks-to-establish-mine-to-magnet-supply-chain-for-rare-earth-materials/#:%7E:text=Since%202020%2C%20DOD%20has%20awarded,into%20metals%20and%20then%20magnets
https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3700059/dod-looks-to-establish-mine-to-magnet-supply-chain-for-rare-earth-materials/#:%7E:text=Since%202020%2C%20DOD%20has%20awarded,into%20metals%20and%20then%20magnets


Governments are making efforts to support industry 
development

European Union
• Green Deal 

Industrial Plan
• Critical Raw 

Materials Act
• Sweden to 

consider 
stockpiling key 
materials

United States
• Minerals Security 

Partnership
• Inflation Reduction Act (IRA)
• Exploring trade pacts with 

Japan, UK and EU (“critical 
minerals buyers club”)

• Since 2020, DOD has 
awarded more than US$439 
million to establish domestic 
rare earth element supply 
chains.

Australia
• 2023-2030 Critical Minerals Strategy
• $4 billion Critical Minerals Facility
• $22 million awarded in 2024 to research 

projects as part of the Critical Minerals 
Development Program

• Critical minerals production tax incentive 
announced May 2024

Japan
• Rare earths included in National 

Security Strategy (January 2023)
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U.S.-India initiative on 
Critical and Emerging 
Technology (iCET)

UK to collaborate 
with Saudi Arabia 
on critical minerals 

Australia-Japan 
Critical Minerals 
Partnership

Canada:
• Critical Minerals Strategy

EU-Mercosur (Argentina, 
Brazil, Paraguay, and 
Uruguay) trade deal talks

China
• 1990 - the Chinese 

government declared rare 
earths to be protected and 
strategic minerals

• December 2023 export 
ban on RE technologies

Australia-EU 
MoU on Critical 
Minerals



Japan’s support was instrumental in Lynas’ initial 
ramp up 

The partnership with JOGMEC & Sojitz has 
changed as our business has developed and 
included:

• Financial

• Technical 

• Geological

• Market access

Post-pandemic Japanese market has recovered and 
demand stabilised

Lynas is the market leading supplier to Japanese 
magnet makers

Case study: Government support drives 
sustainable industry development
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The industry must continue to address misinformation 
with facts
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‘’The rare earths race entails difficult choices’’ 

‘’Mining is dirty work’’ 

‘’critical mineral processing is a dirty business 
which may degrade the environment’’

In the past 12 months alone, major financial 
media has inaccurately reported: 
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Lynas continues to invest to meet customer needs

Key

Mixed Rare Earth Concentrate

Mixed Rare Earth Carbonate

Separated Light Rare Earths (LRE)

SEG (mixed Heavy Rare Earths compound)

Separated Heavy Rare Earths (HRE)

Upstream operations Downstream operations

Texas, U.S.
Facility Separation & finishing

Product LRE, HRE

Status
Planned project 
(2025 – 2026 expected start 
up)

Target 
Processing 
Capacity1

~1.3ktpa NdPr finished 
product
~2.5 - 3.0ktpa HRE

Kalgoorlie, Australia
Facility Processing
Product Carbonate
Status Ramp up
Target 
Processing 
Capacity1

Feedstock capacity to produce 
~9.0ktpa NdPr finished product

Mt Weld, Australia
Facility Mine & concentrator
Product Concentrate
Status Operational (expansion in progress)
Target 
Processing 
Capacity

Feedstock capacity to produce 
~12.0ktpa NdPr finished product

Malaysia
Facility Processing & separation 
Product LRE, SEG

Status Operational (expansion in 
progress)

Target 
Processing 
Capacity1

~10.5ktpa NdPr finished product
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Mt Weld Expansion New Kalgoorlie Rare Earths 
Processing Facility

Kuantan Facility Expansion

$1.5 billion in expansion capital



Investing in new technologies
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• In-house research and development team

• Partnerships with leading universities across the 
world, global players in the energy sector, new 
equipment makers

• Developing new clean energy technologies e.g. 
catalysts to facilitate hydrogen generation, 
transport, storage
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Our ESG Commitments

Caring for our people:

• Focus on safety
• Providing highly skilled jobs 

and learning opportunities 
• Valuing and embracing 

diversity, equity and 
inclusion

Making a positive 
contribution to our 
communities:
• Local hiring 
• Local suppliers
• Sharing prosperity with 

local communities
• Employee-led local giving 

programs

Being an environmental 
leader:
• Environmental and 

regulatory compliance
• Best practice tailings and 

by-product management
• Water recycling
• GHG emission reduction

Contributing to a 
sustainable future:
• Contributing to supply chain 

resilience
• Developing products for 

clean technologies 
• Industry engagement and 

downstream development
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Taking action to reduce GHG emissions

Scope 1 emissions

Early works contract awarded for gas 
firmed hybrid renewable Mt Weld power 
station

Scope 2 emissions

Contract signed for solar panels at Lynas 
Malaysia
Renewable Energy Certificates secured 
for 80% of Lynas purchased electricity in 
2025

Lynas Malaysia

Pilot underway for state-of-the-art 
chemical recycling system targeting a 
significant reduction in Scope 3 
emissions from chemicals used in SX

Scope 3 emissions

• Raw 
chemical 
inputs (most 
significant 
category)

• Purchased 
electricity for 
processing 
facilities

• Diesel power station
• Mobile machines & 

vehicles
• Processes & heating

Target: Net Zero GHG emissions by 2050

Existing operations

GHG reduction initiatives
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Building prosperity in our communities

88% 
local suppliers in 
FY23

98% 
of employees are 
local nationals

$8.5m
invested in R&D in 
FY23

$600k
invested in community 
support and initiatives 
in FY23

1st 
Reflect level 
Reconciliation Action 
Plan (RAP) endorsed by 
Reconciliation Australia

1102
Employees globally

$82.4m
paid in employee 
wages and benefits 
in FY23

$33.3m
paid in taxes and 
royalties in FY23



Participating in external ESG verification & initiatives
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Global ESG initiatives Industry sustainability initiatives

Investor ESG ratings Sustainability reporting initiatives



Profitable operators with 
sustainable balance 

sheets  

• Industry growing with 
support from customers

• Price predictability

Responsible producers 
validated by external 

ESG standards

• Energy transition

• Protect environment

• Conserve water

• Minimise waste

Resilient global supply 
chain 

• Multi-geography

• Capable producers at 
each stage

• Supportive government 
policy

Attractive industry 

• Safe for people & the 
environment

• Industry of choice for 
diverse talent

• Positive impact on our 
people & communities

Principles for a sustainable Rare Earths industry
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Visit us at 
LynasRareEarths.com
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